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Abstract—Deep Learning (DL) training platforms are built by interconnecting multiple DL accelerators (e.g., GPU/TPU) via fast, customized interconnects with 100s of gigabytes (GBs) of bandwidth. However, as we identify in this work, driving this bandwidth is quite challenging. This is because there is a pernicious balance between using the accelerator’s compute and memory for both DL computations and communication.

This work makes two key contributions. First, via real system measurements and detailed modeling, we provide an understanding of compute and memory bandwidth demands for DL compute and comms. Second, we propose a novel DL collective communication accelerator called Accelerator Collectives Engine (ACE) that sits alongside the compute and networking engines at the accelerator endpoint. ACE frees up the endpoint’s compute and memory resources for DL compute, which in turn reduces the required memory BW by 3.5× on average to drive the same network BW compared to state-of-the-art baselines. For modern DL workloads and different network sizes, ACE, on average, increases the effective network bandwidth utilization by 1.44× (up to 2.67×), resulting in an average of 1.41× (up to 1.51×), 1.12× (up to 1.17×), and 1.13× (up to 1.19×) speedup in iteration time for ResNet-50, GNMT and DLRM when compared to the best baseline configuration, respectively.

Index Terms—communication accelerator, accelerator fabric, deep learning training, collective communication

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep Learning (DL) and Deep Neural network (DNN) models are being deployed pervasively across 900s of global instances, as parallel training and deployment requirements. The size and computational requirements of these DNN models are growing at an unparalleled rate, 2× every 3.4 months [10], to handle the unrelenting growth in data and workload requirements. The advent of energy-efficient accelerators capable of handling these large models and the need for accelerating training time when dealing with 10s to 100s of petabytes of input data is raising the demand for faster and more efficient DL training solutions. This can only be achieved through scalable and efficient distributed training since a single accelerator cannot satisfy the compute, memory, and I/O requirements of today’s state-of-the-art DNNs.

The need for distributed training has led to the emergence of DL Training Platforms such as Google Cloud TPU [26], Facebook Zion [11], NVIDIA DGX-1 [39]/DGX-2 [43], and Intel Xe-GPU [8]. A common feature in all these platforms is the use of a customized interconnect connecting the various accelerators together (in addition to the traditional cache-coherent shared-memory CPU network such as QPI and the TCP/IP/RoCE/Infiniband based datacenter network accessible via PCIe/Infiniband NICs), as shown in Fig. 1. In this paper, we use the term Neural Processing Units (NPUs) to describe the accelerator (GPUs, TPUs, FPGAs) and the term Accelerator Fabric (AF) for the accelerator network.

The AF is different from traditional NIC-based datacenter networks for two reasons: (i) NPUs can directly talk to each other without CPU/NIC intervention, (ii) the AF provides...
10’s of times higher bandwidth than the datacenter network (e.g. 12.5 GB/s vs. 500 GB/s) as it employs a mix of on-package interconnects to bind NPU chiplets together [8], [12] and custom high-bandwidth interconnects like Xe-Link [5] or NVLink [35] to connect these packages together.

While there has been significant work from the architecture community on accelerating the compute portion of DL training via efficient accelerators [25], [30], [31] and memory systems [27], [32], an often ignored part of the story is communication. Distributed DL training fundamentally involves splitting the DNN model, training data, or both across multiple NPUs. These schemes are referred to as model, data, and hybrid parallel, respectively. The parallelization strategy in turn dictates the communication required between NPUs. This communication is collective in nature, i.e., all NPUs synchronize input/output/error activations during the forward/backward pass and gradients during the backward pass. Specifically, two collective operations: all-to-all and all-reduce, occur heavily during distributed DL training. These operations are often latency-sensitive (since the next layer of the DNN cannot proceed until gradients have been synchronized) and bandwidth-hungry due to the large sizes of the activations/gradadients and limited network bandwidth and hence can easily become bottleneck [36], [51].

One of the primary techniques employed today to minimize the impact of communication is to overlap it behind compute. This is enabled via clever fabric topologies [17], [26] accompanied by topology-aware collective communication algorithms (e.g., Ring and Double-binary tree for All-reduce) implementations in libraries like Intel’s MSL [23]/oneCCL [7] and NVIDIA’s NCCL [42]. The Cloud TPU in fact boasts of contention-free O(1) scalability of All-reduce on their Torus [34]. However, in this work, we identify that getting perfect compute-comms overlap on training platforms, despite using optimized topologies and collective algorithm implementations, is prohibitive due to a key architectural bottleneck at the endpoint; both compute and communication contend for the same shared resources: compute units and memory bandwidth.

Fig. 2 shows an NPU and its connected peripherals. We indicate two sources of inefficiency. (i) **Compute:** a portion of the compute resources of the NPU is used for performing collective updates and driving the network, which reduces the compute available to training computations (e.g., GEMMs during the forward and backward passes). (ii) **Memory Bandwidth:** the received gradients need to be written to and read from memory, in turn reducing the bandwidth available for the actual training computations which are known to be highly bandwidth-intensive in modern DNNs such as recommendations [41] and NLP [49]. This problem gets exacerbated as the recent advances in the multi-chip module (MCM) packaging technologies (i.e., silicon interposer) and high-bandwidth inter-package networks provide enormous network BW to the NPUs at the AF level, thus making it more challenging for the NPUs to fully drive the network.

We corroborate the aforementioned issues via real system measurements on a DGX-2 system running both microbenchmarks, real Deep Learning Recommendation Model (DLRM) [41], and Megatron-LM [54] workloads (Section III). The implication of these issues is the under-utilization of the available AF bandwidth as systems scale, which we demonstrate via a detailed simulator. **To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to identify these issues.**

To address these inefficiencies, we propose **Accelerator Collectives Engine (ACE),** which is an accelerator for DL training collectives. ACE sits alongside the **Accelerator Fabric Interface (AFI)** [11] that interfaces NPU to the AF network and handles the communication protocol. ACE houses compute units for running a variety of collective algorithms and scratchpads to cache gradients. This in turn frees up NPU resources and memory bandwidth for the GEMM computations, as shown in Fig. 2. Table I shows the difference between the previous works on communication offload in datacenter networks vs. ACE that is also visualized in Fig. 1. To the best of our knowledge, **this is the first endpoint-based offload scheme that is tuned for distributed training for the AF.**

With ACE, we demonstrate that the compute speeds up and the available AF bandwidth can be utilized much more efficiently, decreasing overall training time.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We identify a set of key challenges in the end-points of DL training platforms related to compute and memory bandwidth that can limit the utilization of available AF bandwidth for future training platforms (Section III).
- We propose a novel microarchitecture called ACE designed to handle collective communication and efficiently enhance AF network utilization (Section IV). ACE frees up the endpoint’s compute and memory resources for DL compute, which in turn reduces the required memory BW by 3.5× on average to drive the same network BW compared to state-of-the-art baselines. On average, ACE increases the effective network bandwidth utilization by 1.44× (up to 2.67×), resulting in average of 1.41× (up to 1.51×), 1.12×

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>App</th>
<th>Offload</th>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Topology</th>
<th>Aggr.</th>
<th>Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mellanox</td>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>Switch</td>
<td>Infiniband</td>
<td>Switch-based</td>
<td>Coll.</td>
<td>DCN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barefoot</td>
<td>DL</td>
<td>Switch</td>
<td>Ethernet</td>
<td>Switch-based</td>
<td>Coll.</td>
<td>DCN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIN</td>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>NIC</td>
<td>Ethernet</td>
<td>Switch-based</td>
<td>Coll.</td>
<td>DCN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triggered</td>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>NIC</td>
<td>RDMA-based</td>
<td>Flexible</td>
<td>Coll.</td>
<td>DCN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inception</td>
<td>DL</td>
<td>NIC</td>
<td>Ethernet</td>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>Param Server</td>
<td>DCN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVIDIA</td>
<td>DL</td>
<td>Switch</td>
<td>Shared Memory</td>
<td>Switch-based</td>
<td>Coll.</td>
<td>AF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE</td>
<td>DL</td>
<td>Endpoint</td>
<td>RDMA-based</td>
<td>PtToPt, Switch</td>
<td>Coll.</td>
<td>AF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All-Reduce only

3We assume synchronous updates which provide better guarantees at convergence than asynchronous updates.

**TABLE I:** Comparison of previous SmartNIC and switch offload schemes against ACE. Coll. => Collective, DCN => Datacenter Network, AF => Accelerator Fabric
(up to 1.17×), and 1.13× (up to 1.19×) speedup in iteration time for ResNet-50, GNMT and DLRM when compared to the best baseline configuration, respectively.

- Finally, we show that the reduction in the memory BW requirement (enabled by ACE) allows for performing better workload-specific optimizations, with the specific example of optimizing DLRM.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the necessary background for distributed training systems. Section III establishes the challenges in scaling DL training, specifically focused on critical bottlenecks in the endpoint that inhibit efficient network utilization. Section IV describes the ACE microarchitecture. This is followed by a detailed description of our evaluation and simulation methodology in Section V and the experimental results in Section VI. Next, we compare our work against the related works in Section VII. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VIII.

II. BACKGROUND

Training DNNs involves iteratively refining the parameters (aka weights) of the network by solving a non-convex, non-linear optimization problem to minimize a loss function. Here, we provide background on distributed training [15], [44].

Parallelization. The most common parallelization technique for speeding up DL training is called data parallelism. It replicates the entire model on multiple nodes to take advantage of the large number of input samples. Every node computes partially trained weight gradients for its subset of samples of the input data, aka mini-batch. At the end of each iteration, nodes exchange their partially trained weight gradients and perform the SGD operation to update the weights gradients accumulated from all nodes. The updated weights are then used in the forward pass of the next iteration. In model parallelism, all nodes have the same datasets and work on the same mini-batch, but the model is divided among nodes. Each node thus produces a part of the output activations and input gradients during the forward pass and back-propagation, respectively, and these values must be communicated across all nodes to enable forward pass and back-propagation.

Collective Communication Operations. Exchange of input/weight gradients and output activations among the nodes, depending on the parallelism approach, is known as "collective communication". In general, four different collective communication operations are the main contributor in DNN training communication [29], [48], as shown in Fig. 3: (i) reduce-scatter, (ii) all-gather, (iii) all-reduce, and (iv) all-to-all. Reduce-scatter reduces (e.g. sum) all data, initially residing in the nodes, such that at the end each node has a portion globally reduced data. All-gather gathers the data, initially scattered across nodes, such that at the end, all of the nodes have all of the data. All-reduce can be thought of as a reduce-scatter followed by an all-gather. In all-to-all, each node needs to send a different portion of data to other nodes. All-reduce is the dominant communication pattern observed in the DL training for exchanging gradients and activations in various parallelism schemes. However, all-to-all is used in some scenarios such as table embedding exchanges for recommendation models such as Facebook DLRM [41].

Topology-Aware Collective Algorithm. Collectives have efficient implementation algorithms based on the underlying topology. Libraries like Intel oneCCL [7] and NVIDIA’s NCCL [42] provide different implementations for collectives, such as ring-based, tree-based, hierarchical, direct all-reduce/all-to-all, to optimize for the available bandwidth in the underlying topology [13], [45], [55]. We will discuss this further in Section V, where we consider topology-aware collectives for evaluating our target systems.

III. MOTIVATION: POOR AF BW UTILIZATION

In this section, we highlight some of the critical challenges in achieving high network bandwidth utilization for DL training workloads. Fig. 2 qualitatively summarizes our findings.

NPU Compute Availability: On modern accelerator systems, a fraction of NPU cores (e.g. CUDA cores) concurrently execute kernels pertaining to DL collective communication while the majority of compute cores execute DL computation.
Collective operations, such as all-reduce, are parallelized across these cores since a single NPU core cannot fully saturate memory bandwidth and network bandwidth, given various bottlenecks in the NPU core - memory - network data-path [23], [42]. Each core iterates over a sequence of send/recv operations to/from peers followed by an optional computation on data that was received with locally available data (e.g. reduction sum). Thus, the optimal number of NPU cores is a function of network bandwidth saturated by a single core, memory bandwidth available to a single core, communication algorithm, message size, and so on.

**Memory Bandwidth Availability:** Collective communication operations require access to sufficiently high memory bandwidth for performing local reduction sum (streaming operation involving two local memory reads, sum operation, and local write) and remote network write (e.g. RDMA write and synchronization) operations. The memory bandwidth requirements is a function of the actual collective operation and is proportional to network bandwidth.

**Real System Measurements and Analysis.** We highlight the resource contention issue between communication and computation by creating a microbenchmark workload and also including the results of real training workloads for DLRM model presented in Fig. 4 and Megatron-LM model.

The microbenchmark executes a compute operation, followed by posting a communication operation, then repeating the compute operation, and finally waiting for communication to complete. We consider two fundamental compute operations common in recommendation models [41]: matrix multiplication (GEMM) which consumes GPU compute cores and embedding table lookup (EmbLookup) which mainly consumes GPU memory bandwidth. Fig. 4.a presents the slowdown of NCCL all-reduce collective on an NVIDIA V100 system with 8 GPUs interconnected via NVSwitch, with a total of 150 GB/s available network BW. The slowdown is proportional to the scale of compute operation and all-reduce with a smaller size is more sensitive. Running 100MB all-reduce concurrently with dimension-1000 GEMM (requires 44.8 warps per Stream Multiprocessor (SM)), which is a typical scenario in training recommendation models, will slow down all-reduce by 1.16x. Overlapping 100 MB all-reduce with EmbLookup with batch size 10000 (uses 429.2 GB/s memory bandwidth) slows it down by 1.42x.

To further highlight the performance degradation, we present the slowdown of NCCL all-reduce operations when run concurrently with compute kernels, such as GEMM and EmbLookup, in a real-world PyTorch DLRM workload with batch size 512 [41] compared to the reproduction of the same communication patterns without computation using PARAM replay benchmark [18]. As shown in Fig. 4.b (run on the same system as the above benchmark), we observe the time of 16 MB all-reduce can be increased from 0.9ms (without any overlap) to 5.67ms (overlapped with GEMM and embedding lookup kernels), up to 6.2x degradation during the backward propagation. Note that such degradation is consistent for all-reduce operations with different sizes as shown in Fig. 4.b and across different epochs.

While PyTorch uses separate CUDA streams for compute and NCCL operations, the actual overlap of these operations changes dynamically based on the CUDA HW scheduler and pending operations. This negative impact of congestion for compute/memory resources by competing kernels results in poor network BW utilization and variability in execution time.

We also evaluated Megatron-LM [54] Workload on our platform (not shown in Fig. 4) and gathered communication time in two scenarios: (i) When communication is overlapped with compute, and (ii) When all communications are explicitly issued at the end of back-propagation when computation is finished. This is the no-overlap scenario where the training algorithm needs to make a blocking wait until communication is done. On average, overlapping communication with computation degrades the communication performance by ≈1.4× compared to the non-overlap scenario, further pointing to the problem of compute-communication resource contention.

**Simulation Results.** To demonstrate that the network BW drive problem is exacerbated as network BW increases in new systems with higher available network BW (i.e. 500 GB/s), we conducted a simple simulation experiment to show how communication performance is affected as the available memory BW (Fig. 5) or NPU cores (Fig. 6) available for DL communication tasks are varied. We highlight that in this paper we assumed GPU-like NPUs that consist of Streaming
Processor (SM) units as described in Section V.

Fig. 5 shows the results for 16 and 64 NPUs systems running a single 64 MB all-reduce. The other system setup is the same as the systems described in Section V. As can be seen, the ideal system can reach up to 300 GB/s BW utilization, out of available 500 GB/s, since intra-package links (i.e. silicon interposer) become underutilized due to their imbalance speed compared to inter-package links. Fig. 5 also shows that the baseline system needs ≈ 450 GB/s memory BW on average to reach 90% of ideal network BW. The reason is that on average, for each message to send out, there are multiple reads/writes issued to move the data and do the local reduction in the baseline system. However, for ACE, 128GB/s is enough to reach to the 90% of ideal BW utilization, resulting in ≈3.5× reduction in memory BW requirement to reach the same performance. The reason for such improvement is further elaborated in Section VI-A.

Fig. 6 shows how many Streaming multiprocessors (SMs) are required to prevent the GPU-like compute cores from being the bottleneck in driving the networks. SMs are used to read data from the main memory and inject it into the network [42]. For the frequency of 1245 MHz and read/write BW of 64-bytes/cycle, the memory BW is ≈ 80 GB/s per SM (please see Section V for more information). Then, We use Fig. 5 to calculate how much network BW can be driven as we increase the number of SMs for the communication. For our simulated platforms, 6 SMs are enough to reach to the 450 GB/s memory BW. This is in line with the percentage of core usage for libraries such as oneCCL [7] and NCCL [42].

**Takeaway.** Overall, we argue that using NPU cores (e.g., CUDA cores) for executing collective communication increases contention for precious compute cores and memory bandwidth on the accelerator node. The complex interplay between compute-memory-network not only affects collective performance but also the performance of compute kernels executing concurrently. This in turn increases the effective compute time available for overlapping the communication operations - hiding deep inefficiencies. These challenges are expected to get exacerbated in future training platforms, where better compute accelerators and hierarchical bandwidths (e.g., emerging MCM technologies [8], [14]) will make it harder to hide communication behind compute.

**TABLE II: Trade-off between offload at switch vs. endpoint.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offload Scheme</th>
<th>Increase Available Memory BW &amp; Compute for Training</th>
<th>Endpoint Congestion Reduction</th>
<th>Switch Based Topology Compatibility</th>
<th>Point-to-Point Topology Compatibility</th>
<th>Hybrid Topology Compatibility</th>
<th>Various Collective Algorithm Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Switch Based</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endpoint Based</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV. ACCELERATOR COLLECTIVES ENGINE**

Driven by the compute and memory contention issues identified by Section III, this work makes a case for a dedicated accelerator for DL collective communication called ACE, sitting alongside the Accelerator Fabric Interface (AFI) module introduced earlier in Fig. 1. We present design details next.

**A. System Overview**

Fig. 7 shows the high-level overview of ACE integrated into the AFI module. The key components within the ACE are additional compute units (for all-reduce or all-to-all computations) and scratchpad buffers (to cache gradients). Like other domain-specific accelerators [25], the datapath of ACE is specialized for its target workload - namely running collective communication algorithms.

**B. Placement: End-point vs Switch**

The communication offload solutions are not new. Fundamentally, there are two options for offload: (i) switch-based, and (ii) endpoint-based offload methods. Table II shows the comparison between these two. Both methods reduce the burden on endpoint memory and compute for handling communication-related tasks. However, endpoint-based methods are more flexible in supporting various network topologies, as opposite to switch-based methods that: (i) require a switch in the network topology, and (ii) point-to-point (PTP) links do not benefit from the offload scheme. Note that in AFs, many platforms are designed solely using point-to-point network topologies (e.g. NVIDIA DGX-1 [39], Google TPU [25], Habana [3]. This is in addition to the intra-package networks that are almost always PTP [59]. Additionally, unlike switch-based methods that only
support a single reduction/broadcast traffic pattern to/from the switches, endpoint-based methods can support many different algorithms (patterns) (e.g. ring, halve-doubling, double-binary-tree, etc.). The above reasons show why we employ ACE as an endpoint offload, sitting alongside the AFI.

C. Data Granularity

Table III shows the granularity of data at different levels of the ACE execution and their determining factor. It also shows the default value of each level used in ACE. ACE initiates execution by receiving a command from NPU to perform a specific collective on a payload. The payload could be activations or gradients depending on the parallelism approach and forward/back pass. The command includes the collective type and the address range for data residing in the main memory. ACE then divides the payload into multiple chunks and begins processing and scheduling of each chunk individually and in a pipelined manner. Multiple chunks can be scheduled in parallel. A chunk itself decomposes into multiple messages and the collective algorithm runs at message granularity. The number of messages is a multiple of the number of nodes in the system. For example, if ACE wants to perform an all-reduce in a ring with 4 NPUs, it can divide the chunk into 8 messages, and execute all-reduce serially over two iterations.

Each message comprises one or more packets when it enters the network layer. The unit of data processing within the ACE is packets. The bus width and SRAM interface might or might not be equal to the size of the packets and data movement/execution is serialized if the size is smaller than packet width.

D. Walk-Through Example for All-Reduce

We describe ACE in action via a detailed walk-through example for running the ring-based all-reduce collective over 3 Each step leads to processing & performing all-reduce for a group of 4 messages and the algorithm is ring-based. More details on ring-based all-reduce is provided in Section IV-D.
a ring for both baseline and ACE as shown in Fig. 8. The general concepts and the main advantages of ACE compared to the baseline are applicable to any topology/collective, as we describe later in Section IV-H.

Fig. 8.a shows the logical flow of the algorithm across the different nodes. We assume one chunk for simplicity. Since there are three nodes, there are three messages. An all-reduce can be implemented as a reduce-scatter followed by an all-gather, as can be seen from Fig. 3. Steps 1-3 show the reduce-scatter part. Step 1 initiates the reduce-scatter; each node sends one message to its neighbor and waits for receiving another message from its other neighbor. In step 2, each node reduces the received message with its local one and forwards it to the next. Step 3 concludes reduce-scatter by each node reducing the last message it has received. All-gather starts with each node forwarding a copy of its reduced message to its neighbor (step 4) and then each node keeping a copy of its received message and forwarding it (steps 5, 6).

Fig. 8.b shows this flow from node X’s view in the case of baseline vs. ACE. It is clear from this figure that in baseline, in all phases, messages need to go all the way from/to main memory to/from AFI to be injected/received into/from the network. The local reduction in baseline begins by loading the local message and the received message into the NPU cache (e.g. sub-step 2.2), performing reduction (e.g. sub-step 2.3), and sending the result out to the network (e.g. sub-step 2.4) or main memory (e.g. sub-step 3.4), depending on the step of the algorithm. This in turn reduces the available memory bandwidth and compute resources for the DL GEMMs. In contrast, ACE restricts the data movement only to the first and last phases (reduced congestion and increased available memory bandwidth) and allows the DL GEMMs to make use of complete NPU compute resources.

Fig. 8.c shows the internal ACE interactions for node X. Here, the ACE SRAM is divided into two partitions - one serves as a source for the (only one) all-reduce phase, and the last one serves as the source to hold the final results to send back to main memory. In step 1, the 3 messages are brought into the first partition of ACE SRAM by the TX DMA (sub-step 1.1). Then, one message is sent out through a series of packets injected into the designated output port buffer to be injected into the network (sub-step 1.2). In step 2, the received message is reduced with the local data (sub-step 2.2) and forwarded to the neighbor (sub-step 2.3). ACE overlaps steps 3 and 4 of the algorithm; after performing a reduction (sub-step 3.2), stores it locally (sub-step 3.2) and forwards it to the next neighbor (sub-step 4.1) at the same time. Step 5 is broken into two figures for more clarity. In step 5a, the received message is stored and forwarded (sub-step 5.2) at the same time, while in step 5b, the final received message is stored and the whole chunk is sent back to memory by RX DMA (sub-step 5.4).

It is clear that in some steps within ACE, multiple resources should be available for some sub-steps to proceed. For example, in sub-step 5.2 in step 5a, both the SRAM input port should be available and the output port should have free space. In such cases, if any of the resources are not free, that step is stalled until all resources are available. Multiple chunks can be executed in parallel to maximize internal hardware resources and link bandwidth, as we discuss next.

E. Parallelism

To achieve high network utilization, we need to apply parallelism at various levels. From the algorithmic perspective, there are several levels where parallelism is possible. More complex hierarchical topologies implement topology-aware collectives over multiple phases [48]. Assuming the collective algorithm has P phases, multiple chunks can run in parallel both within a phase and across different phases. Each chunk will send/receive multiple messages. Hence, multiple in-flight chunks mean multiple in-flight messages (belonging to different chunks) are possible. Parallel chunks mean multiple packets can be processed in parallel. Packets are the unit of data transfer within the network and parallelism below that is the network’s job. So the ACE memory management and control units are designed to ensure using all algorithmic parallelism opportunities. The SRAM within ACE is partitioned according to the number of phases of the collective algorithm being run plus one for holding the final results for RX DMA, called the terminal partition. For the example in Section IV-D, the ring-based all-reduce has one phase and hence needs two partitions. More details on multi-phase all-reduce are mentioned in Section V.

F. Control Unit

The control unit comprises multiple programmable finite state machines (FSMs). Each FSM can be programmed for a specific phase of a specific collective algorithm and holds a queue of chunks that should process in order. Each entry of this queue holds the context of a chunk like its start and end address inside the SRAM and the address range for holding the final result for the next phase. When a chunk is created in ACE, it is also assigned the state machines it should go through for each phase. When entering each phase, the chunk is inserted into the queue of its assigned state machine for that phase. The state machines then compete with each other to access different resources, resulting in overlapping and out-of-order execution of multiple chunks both within and across phases. This increases resource utilization and network bandwidth. The available parallelism is only bounded by the number of available state machines to manage the dataflow for each phase.

4Note that there could be multiple number of 3 messages and as we described in Section IV-C, they should be executed in serial. But here for simplicity we assume only 1 group of 3 messages.

5Note that here packets means packet data. The actual packetization of this data is the job of AFI once it wants to send it over the links.

6It is possible that, for a given workload and parallelism (e.g., DLRM in our evaluations), different collective operations (e.g. all-reduce and all-to-all) exist for the same phase. In this case, the FSMs allocated for that phase should be programmed to handle all collective operations for that phase.

7If the phase is assigned multiple FSMs.
G. Interface with NPU and AFI

ACE extends the existing AFI interface exposed to NPU as shown in Fig. 7. AFI control forwards the ACE-specific commands from NPU/ACE to ACE/NPU. The NPU-AFI command interface is similar to UCX [52] or OFI [20] which are the standard high-level communication interfaces. Once a collective command is received, ACE decides when to load data given the availability of SRAM space. Finally, ACE notifies the completion of chunk collective by raising an interrupt and forwarding it to NPU.

H. Flexibility and Scalability

Supporting Different Collectives. The general principles for running any collective algorithm using ACE remain the same. For a collective with say P phases, the SRAM is divided into P+1 partitions. Each partition is assigned to a phase and one or multiple FSMs, except the last partition (i.e. terminal partition) that is used for storing the final results to be written back to memory. Different collectives can be implemented by programming the dataflow into the FSM.

Supporting Different Topologies. Since ACE handles the collectives at the endpoints, it is orthogonal to any network topology (e.g., switch-based, point-to-point, hybrid). From the logical view, ACE can perform any collective algorithm (e.g. ring-based all-reduce) on top of any physical topology. It is then the job of network protocol and routing algorithm to deliver the packets accordingly.

Table IV shows the major system parameters.

TABLE IV: System parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Area (μm²)</th>
<th>Power (mW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALU</td>
<td>16112</td>
<td>7.552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control unit</td>
<td>159803</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4×1MB SRAM banks</td>
<td>5113696</td>
<td>4096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch &amp; Interconnect</td>
<td>1084</td>
<td>0.329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE (Total)</td>
<td>5339031</td>
<td>4255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I. ACE Design-space Exploration and Implementation

Fig. 9.a shows the ACE performance when SRAM size and number of FSMs, the components with the most overheads, are swept. Fig. 9.a shows that increasing beyond 4MB of SRAM and 16 FSMs results in diminishing returns, and so we chose these as our final parameters since the selected parameters are enough to fill most of the network pipeline. Also, 4 wide ALU units, each capable of preforming 16×FP32 or 32×FP16 in parallel were sufficient for ACE. The interconnect between SRAM and functional units are wide 64B buses. We implemented ACE using Verilog and synthesized the design using the Synopsis Design Compiler in 28nm technology node. Table IV shows the area and power estimates for our design, enumerating individual components as well as ACE itself. Compared to the area and power of high-end training accelerators reported in [25], [57], ACE has less than 2% overhead in both area and power.

In addition, we used a simple heuristic for SRAM partitioning that partitions the SRAM based on the (available network bandwidth × initial chunk size) for each phase, with the terminal partition being equal to the last phase partition.

V. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

This section describes our methodology establishing and simulating high-performance training systems and evaluating the benefits of communication acceleration.

Simulator. Table V shows the major system parameters. We used ASTRA-SIM [2], [48], a distributed DNN training simulator and developed ACE on top of that. ASTRA-SIM models the training loop, parallelization, and collective communication scheduling similar to libraries like oneCCL [7]. It interfaces with a compute model [50] for the compute times (i.e. forward-pass, weight gradient, and input gradient) and network simulator [9] for tracking cycle-level network behavior.

Compute Parameters. The compute model (NPU) is a 1245 MHz GPU-like core with 80 Streaming multiprocessors (SMs) that can achieve the max of 120 TFLOPs using FP16 precision. Our compute accelerators is quite similar to the state-of-the-art training accelerators [24].

For example, a phase with 2× link bandwidth and 2× initial chunk size has a partition 4× greater than a phase with 1× bandwidth and 1× chunk size. Also note that if for each phase, there are different chunk sizes belonging to different collective operations, we use average of such chunk sizes.
The only exception is DLRM fwd-pass all-to-all where the training loop performs a blocking wait until the communication completes and then starts compute.

**AFI and Network Parameters.** We extended ASTRA-SIM to model AFI and the interactions (traffic) between AFI, NPU, and Memory. We also modeled the transaction scheduling effects of NPU-AFI and NPU-Mem and queuing delays of subsequent transactions. NPU-Mem bandwidth is chosen based on the state-of-the-art accelerators [24]. NPU-AFI bandwidth is assumed to be the sum of all intra-package/inter-package links as a logical choice to prevent NPU-AFI bandwidth to be the bottleneck in driving the network links. Inter-package link BW is assumed to be the same as NVlink [35], while intra-package bandwidth is selected based on [8], [53] that is an expected bandwidth for high-performance MCM systems.

**Target Training Platforms.** ACE works for both pt-to-pt and switch-based topologies. In the interest of space, we present the results for a pt-to-pt 3D Torus topology. We model the futuristic platforms with AF comprising of multiple NPUs integrated through multi-chip packaging technology [8], [14] on a package, and multiple packages interconnected via a dedicated fabric. We use the notation LxVxH to describe the system size, where L stands for the number of NPUs within the same package that are connected through an intra-package ring (local dimension). All NPUs with the same offset across different packages then form a separate 2D torus within V rows (vertical dimension) and H columns (horizontal dimension), connected through vertical and horizontal rings, respectively.

**Topology-aware Collective Algorithms.** We use hierarchical multi-phase collective algorithms for the 3D torus topology, where the all-reduce occurs in 4 phases: reduce-scatter in local, all-reduce in vertical, all-reduce in horizontal followed by all-gather in local dimension. This implementation uses the higher-bandwidth intra-package local links more than the inter-package links and is provided by the simulator [48]. For the all-to-all collective, we used the direct all-to-all where each NPU simultaneously sends a distinct portion of data to any other NPU [25], [47]. Since all-to-all is a single-phase, all FSMs are programmed to be able to execute all-to-all, in addition to their assigned all-reduce phase. To perform all-to-all, each FSM places the data to the output link FIFOs based on the destination NPU route. We used XYZ (local dim, vertical dim, horizontal dim) routing for each packet to reach its destination for our torus-based topologies. Note that AF networks like NVLink only support neighbor-to-neighbor communication natively. This means that for the baseline system and for the packets that need to go multiple hops, the communication library (e.g. NCCL) is responsible for writing data to the intermediate hops’ memory and again forwarding data to the next hop. This wastes a lot of memory BW on the intermediate hops. But ACE prevents such unnecessary memory overheads since its SRAM absorbs packets and forwards the ones that have different destinations through the FSM responsible for the corresponding chunk.

**Target System Configurations.** We consider five different system configurations, discussed in Table VI. We investigate three flavors of the baseline systems: two of them with comp/comm overlap either optimized for communication (BaselineCommOpt) or computation (BaselineCompOpt), and one other baseline where there is no overlap between communication and compute (BaselineNoOverlap). In addition to ACE, we also present the Ideal system results to get the upper bound if we had maximum compute/communication performance.

**Target Workloads.** In order to evaluate our platforms, we consider three different sets of real workloads: (1) ResNet-50 [21] from vision, GNMT [58] from NLP, and DLRM [41] from recommendation DNNs. We use the FP16 precision for activation/gradient computation and communication. We consider data-parallel parallelism (i.e. requiring all-reduce for weight gradients) for ResNet-50 and GNMT and hybrid parallel (data-parallel across MLP layers, model parallel across embedding tables) for DLRM. For DLRM, we use the version described in [47] which is a representative model used in real systems. We simulate two training iterations with Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) collective scheduling policy to give more priority to the collectives of first layers during back-propagation. The mini-batch size is set to be 32, 128, and 512 per NPU for ResNet-50, GNMT, and DLRM, respectively. We present both end-to-end runtime and breakdown of compute-comms overlap. We assume weak scaling as we scale the number of NPUs in our evaluations.

**Metric of Evaluation.** For real workloads (Section VI-B, Section VI-C, and Section VI-D), our metrics are total computation and exposed communication. Exposed communication refers to the time where communication cannot be overlapped.
with computation and hence, the training algorithm (compute) is forced to stop because it is waiting for the communication to be finished. This case for data-parallel is during forward pass, where for each layer we need to make sure the weight gradient communication (i.e. all-reduce) of the previous iteration is completed and weights are updated. For DLRM, we additionally need to wait for the embedding communication operation (i.e. all-to-all) before entering the top MLP layers in forward pass, and after finishing of the back-propagation to update the embedding [41]. The summation of the (total computation + exposed communication) then determines the training iteration time.

VI. EVALUATION RESULTS

This section presents the simulation results comparing ACE against Ideal and the baseline systems mentioned in Table VI for real workloads. But first, we do an analytical investigation about the memory BW requirement for ACE vs. Baseline, that justifies the simulation results we observed in Fig. 5.

A. Memory BW Requirements for Baseline vs. ACE

According to Fig. 8, in the baseline system, the number of memory reads is 2N bytes for sending every N bytes to the network in the reduce-scatter phase (excluding the initial phase). N memory bytes need to be read to send N bytes to the network for all-gather phase. Since the number of bytes to be sent out in these 2 parts is identical, this means that on average, 1.5N bytes need to be read from memory to send out N bytes. This explains there is a need for ≈450 GB/s memory BW to drive 300 GB/s of the network, in the ideal case.

However, ACE caches the data and reuses it multiple times. The amount of reuse depends on the topology and algorithm. Let’s consider the 64-NPU (4X4X4) system, similar to Fig. 5. For every N bytes of data that is cached in ACE, \( \frac{3}{2}N \) is sent out during the first phase of reduce-scatter, \( 2 \times \frac{9}{16}N \) is sent out one for vertical and one for horizontal all-reduce phases. Finally, another \( \frac{3}{2}N \) is sent out for the final all-gather phase, resulting in a total of \( 2.25N \) data sent to the network (133 GB/s memory BW to drive 300 GB/s in the ideal case). However, in reality, more memory BW is needed due to hardware delays, queuing delays on the buses, etc., as we showed in Fig. 5. We limit our analytical study to all-reduce collective due to the limitation of space, but a similar analysis can be done for all-to-all as well. However, compared to the all-reduce, all-to-all is used much less frequently and their sizes are usually smaller.

B. Compute-Communication Overlap

Here, we evaluate the four systems with compute-communication overlap mentioned in Table VI for two training iterations on ResNet-50, GNMT, and DLRM. The goal is to dissect the compute-communication overlap of different configurations for a single 128 NPUs AF network size. In Section VI-C, we show the general trend for different network sizes and include BaselineNoOveralp configuration as well.

ResNet-50 Analysis. The first row of Fig. 10 shows the NPU compute and network utilization for ResNet-50 training.

BaselineCommOpt. First, we focus on the BaselineCommOpt (Fig. 10.a). Here, we observe that: i) despite being optimized for communication, network links are still not yet completely utilized, and ii) network utilization also fluctuates at different times. This is because of three main reasons. First, in real workloads there are some computation operations between two consecutive communication, allowing for partially/completely finishing current communication before the next communication task arrives. Second, high BW of the intra-package links makes them underutilized in the collective algorithm. Additionally, Resnet-50 issues many small-size collectives that make it not sufficient to completely drive the available network BW10. Thus, exposed communication still consists of 31.5% of iteration time.

BaselineCompOpt. Next, we dive into the second flavor of the baseline that is optimized for compute. Compared to BaselineCommOpt. BaselineCompOpt reduces the total computation time by 1.75× but it fails to significantly reduce iteration time since exposed communication increases due to the poor utilization of the network. Note that in Fig. 10 the network utilization of BaselineCommOpt and BaselineCompOpt seems similar. This is because due to the much shorter intervals between the communication tasks in BaselineCompOpt, as a result of the reduced computation, that allows it to schedule larger size collectives at a given time. The overall iteration time is improved only by 1.06×, compared to the BaselineCommOpt.

We note that this result does not mean that our baseline system has poor performance. In fact, as Fig. 10.b shows (and we summarize later in Fig. 11) one training iteration duration takes ~ 3.5 ms for the 128-node baseline system. This means that one epoch of training on the ImageNet dataset [16] takes ~ 12 seconds that is comparable to the best training performance-per-node times reported [38]. However, we will show that releasing more resources for compute via ACE leads to even better performance.

ACE. ACE can achieve the best of both worlds by releasing most of the resources for compute and still being efficient through caching the data and performing the collective. Compared to the BaselineCompOpt, it can slightly improve compute time by 1.06× because of the releasing all compute cores for compute. However, it still can handle the communication efficiently and exposed communication is only 2% of the iteration time. ACE outperforms BaselineCommOpt and BaselineCompOpt by 2.67× and 2.52× in terms of iteration time, respectively. Overall, ACE can achieve 94.3% of ideal system performance, while this value is 35.3% and 37.3% for BaselineCommOpt and BaselineCompOpt, respectively.

GNMT Analysis. The second row of Fig. 10 shows the compute and communication utilization for GNMT. In GNMT, communication sizes (per layer) are larger allowing BaselineCommOpt to drive the network efficiently. Also, larger compute time means more room to overlap communication with computation. However, BaselineCommOpt still suffers from the

10Note that because of these reasons, even in the Ideal case the network utilization fluctuates.
Fig. 10: Compute-Communicatin overlap for 2 training iterations of ResNet-50, GNMT and DLRM networks running on a 4x8x4-node 3D Torus. Each point reports the average compute/network utilization over 1K cycles (500 cycles before, and 500 cycles after) period of training. There are 2 bursts of network activity corresponding to 2 iterations. Note that here, % of network utilization corresponds to the % of links that utilized for scheduling a flit in a cycle, irrespective of their different link BW.

ACE Utilization. Fig. 9.b shows the average utilization of ACE. As can be seen in Fig. 9.b, for forward-pass, ResNet-50 and GNMT have zero communication while DLRM has only a single all-to-all communication, resulting in low utilization of ACE. However, for back-propagation, the average utilization for ResNet-50, GNMT, and DLRM is 96.4%, 91.3%, and 88.3%, respectively. The reason for not full utilization is the presence of compute between communication task and high-performance of ACE that results in some idle times before next communication arrives.

C. Scalability and Network Utilization

Fig. 11.a shows the total training loop algorithm latency, decomposed into total compute and exposed communication, for the three different workloads, running on different torus network sizes. As Fig. 11.a shows, the exposed communication delay increases with network size, due to the increased overhead of communication since it requires more steps to be finished. It also shows that among the two baselines with overlap, baselineCompOpt always outperforms BaselineCommOpt. The reason is that any saving in compute time directly translates to the reduction in iteration time, while communication may be overlapped with compute and does not impact total training time. However, as we showed in this paper, exposed communication, due to the poor network utilization, can limit the training performance, if left unaddressed. Another interesting point is the BaselineNoOverlap. Compared to the BaselineCommOpt, BaselineNoOverlap is always better thanks to the huge savings in compute time. When comparing to BaselineCompOpt, it works worse for all workloads except for ResNet-50 running on systems larger than 16 NPUs. The reason is combining all small-size communication of ResNet-50 and running them together results in better network performance than running small collectives individually. In all cases, ACE outperforms all baselines. According to this figure and when averaging across different sizes and workloads, BaselineNoOverlap, BaselineCommOpt, BaselineCompOpt and ACE achieves the 68.5%, 49.9%, 75.7%, and 91% of the ideal system performance (in terms of iteration time), respectively.

Fig. 11.b shows the performance improvement of ACE over all baselines as the network size scales. According to Fig. 11.b, in general, the performance gap of ACE over the baselines increases by system size. But this increase is more evident in BaselineNoOverlap and BaselineCompOpt since:

i) these configurations are more vulnerable to the increased
communication overhead, ii) the long compute latency of BaselineCommOpt allows to tolerate more communication overhead for a larger system. Moreover, different workloads get different benefits from ACE as the system scales since the exposed communication performance is also dependent on the interplay between communication size, intervals between communication tasks, and the compute times to overlap communication with. On average and across different network sizes, when compared to the best baseline at any configuration, ACE achieves 1.41× (up to 1.51×), 1.12× (up to 1.17×), and 1.13× (up to 1.19×) speedup in iteration time for ResNet-50, GNMT, and DLRM, respectively. Fig. 11.b also preserves the ratio of the effective network BW utilization (in terms of GB/s) between ACE and different baselines, since for each specific network size/workload, different configurations inject the same amount of traffic to the network. When averaging across all points in Fig. 11.b, ACE can improve the effective network utilization by 1.44× (up to 2.67) over all baselines.

D. DLRM Optimization

The extra available memory bandwidth enabled by ACE offers an opportunity to perform various workload level optimizations to further increase the training performance. Here we pick DLRM as one example for such optimization. It is possible to use extra memory BW to overlap the (memory intensive) embedding lookup/update of the next/previous iteration with the computation of the current iteration. This is because embedding indices are barely reused in the consecutive training iteration. This way, the embedding operation goes outside of the critical path in the training loop. To demonstrate this, we performed a simple experiment where we allocate one SM and 80 GB/s available memory BW for embedding update/lookup of the previous/next iteration. For the next iteration embedding lookup, we immediately issue communication once the lookup is finished and don’t wait until the next iteration. Fig. 12 shows the impact of such optimization on the baseline vs. ACE. The total computation time is decreased in both systems since the training loop does not wait for embedding update/lookup at the end/beginning of each iteration. However, BaselineCompOpt benefits little as a result of such optimization due to its poor communication performance. In this case, BaselineCompOpt and ACE achieve 1.05× and 1.2× performance improvement compared to their default training loop, respectively.

VII. RELATED WORK

ACE is the first work proposing a dedicated hardware engine at the endpoint for running DL collectives within the Accelerator Fabric. The works closest in flavor to ACE are those on collective offload to datacenter NICs and switches. We contrast them in Table I and discuss some key works here.

Collective Offload for DL. Switch-based offload solutions, such as Intel’s Barefoot [4], Mellanox SHARP [6], and NVIDIA’s shared memory switch offload [29], have proposed aggregation in switches. Switch offload has also been explored for accelerating Reinforcement learning [36]. Unfortunately, as discussed earlier in Section IV-B, these solutions are restricted
to switch-based topologies (limiting their applicability to NVswitch based NVIDIA platforms today). In contrast, ACE can work with both switch-based and point-to-point topologies that are highly popular (e.g., [1], [3], [26]) in most training platforms today.

**Collective Offload in HPC Systems.** HPC systems with Torus-based topology, such as BlueGene [28], PERCS [46], and Anton2 [19], have supported collective offload on network routers. However, these approaches are designed for CPUs and communicate via message passing rather than accelerators like TPUs/GPUs communicating via shared-memory fabrics.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we identified the issues with compute and memory bandwidth sharing at DL accelerator endpoints in modern distributed training platforms that limit compute-communication overlap. We made a case for optimizing the endpoint with a novel collectives accelerator called ACE. We demonstrated that ACE can efficiently drive the hierarchical AF fabric to close to its peak bandwidth and free up critical compute and memory resources for DL computations, speeding up end-to-end training. On average, ACE frees up the endpoint’s required memory BW by 3.5× to drive the same network BW compared to state-of-the-art baselines. For modern DL workloads and different network sizes, ACE, on average, increases the effective network bandwidth utilization by 1.44× (up to 2.67×), resulting in an average of 1.41× (up to 1.51×), 1.12× (up to 1.17×), and 1.13× (up to 1.19×) speedup in iteration time for ResNet-50, GNMT and DLRM when compared to the best baseline configuration, respectively. This work opens up future research in optimizing compute-memory-network interactions during distributed training.
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